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Grand Master : 
Speedy Humper 

(Jo McSherrie)  
07970 723201(m) 

 
Joint Masters: 

Birthing Blanket  
(Stephanie Ward) 

  07786 110843(m) 
Isneesrbuggered 

(Charles Earle) 
 01428 658108 (h) 
 07725 813263(m) 

 
Religious Advisor : 

Le Pro 
(Stuart Gibb) 

01483 453794 (h) 
07981 339341(m) 

 
Clutcher’s Mate : 

Atalanta 
(Karen)  

07810 553755(m) 
H-sh Cash : 

J-Arthur 
(Arthur Thomas) 

01483  224491 (h) 
07986 048618(m) 

Trail Master: Hares: 
 

Ear Trumpet 
(John Burgess) 

02085 601384 (h) 
07704 701938(m) 

Trail Master: Techie: 
Petal 

(Ian Fieldhouse) 
01753 842204 (h) 
07484 134245 (m) 

 
DapperHasherie: 

Balls Breaker  
(Amanda Boote)  

 01932 344811 (h) 
 07824 776961(m) 

Biermeister: 
Tosser 

(Trevor Kay-Russel 
02083 909068 (h) 
07759 870813(m) 

 
On Sec: 
Simple 

(Simon Rowlett) 
07718 582385(m) 
01483 560454 (h) 
AstOnSec & Scribe: 

FRB 
(Peter Hughes) 

01932 886747 (h) 
sh3@surreyh3.org 

 www.surreyh3.org 

Date 15 April 2018 

Hare The Bounder 

Venue Whitley 

OnOn The Star 

THE BOUNDER BOUNDS BACK 
INTO UNIVERSAL  FAVOUR 

Belcher commented as he 
started a check that he would 
not dream of entering the mind 
set of today’s hare; but in the 
event the Bounder had set a 
perfectly straightforward  SH3 
trail. (Indeed, too many of the 
checks were straight forward.) 
This was an original trail in 
attractive scenery, the right 
length, with no nonsense or 
absurdity (except that near the 
end the hare put a mischievous 
blob at the entry to a path on 
which no flour was to be 
found). So the GM was quite 
right to express her praise and 
thanks, while acknowledging 
Growler’s contribution of food. 

It is true that the originality 
came at a price. At one stage 
we went almost in Indian file 
the best part of a mile between 
post and wire fences which 
closed off the footpath between 

paddocks; this became 
tedious. And there was an 
unhealthy proportion of 
road running. The best part 
was near the start, in woods 
and a common, superb 
hashing territory, and the 
hare baffled us at the fourth 
check, which had an 
ingenious and far from 
obvious solution (I must 
discover who solved it!) 

If some solutions were a 
prodigious distance from 
the checks, well, our front 
runners rose to the 
challenge. These numbered 
an encouraging proportion 
of our ladies: in what 
appeared to be the absence 
of Atalanta (she did  join us 
in the end after starting 18 
minutes late)  I noticed not 
just such stalwarts as No 
Nookie and Speedy 

Humper, but also Too Posh, 
Chastity Belt and Twinkletoes, a 
worthy partner on  Tony’s travels 
as the world-wide Webb. And 
Loopy Lou, who went off 
checking valiantly in directions 
quite different from those 
attempted by Randy Pandy. 

I was called back, from an 
attempt at an early departure, by 
the prolix Le Pro, to listen to an 
admonition (quite undeserved!)  
to our JMs for not marking 
through the solutions to trails: 
Birthing Blanket’s rejoinder was 
eloquent and effective. We also 
learned that Veggie Queen got 
her handle in Borneo from her 
very sensible habit of acquiring 
vegetables she found to hand 
while on the trail (she did not 
explain what those who grew 
them thought of this....) 

Among its other attractions, the 
trail was colourful in flowers: 

this is of course the season for 
primroses and celandines, but 
we were treated to  a really rich 
display of giant arums. There 
were horses everywhere, with a 
foal only a day or two old, but 
also llamas (protesting sourly, 
as is their wont) to enliven our 
adventures. 

Your coda today is a return 
to free speech. If the concept 
includes allowing holocaust 
deniers, climate change 
deniers, white supremacists, 
misogynists and xenophobes 
the liberty to express their 
poisonous views, giving soap 
boxes to Richard Littlejohn, 
Katie Hopkins and Nigel 
Lawson, then of course it 
includes freedom to the rest of 
us to denounce what they say 
equally forthrightly. This is all 
very well, but such debates 
become acrimonious and 
strident. Is such a bitter public 
atmosphere a price worth 

paying for this vaunted 
freedom? You will have 
noticed that in practice the 
BBC (for example) gives 
almost no space to those who 
attack capitalism; it is taken 
as read that challenges to 
ideas widely shared would be 
uncomfortable. Consider how 
feeble the debates were in the 
run-up to the referendum 2 
years ago: we just had 
slogans, mouthed at us  with 
no real intellectual analysis 
or challenge. 

It is partly that ideas are 
themselves suspect to many 
people. Consider most 
conversations.  If you 
exclude anecdotes, and  all 
those talking about 
themselves, what remains ?  
When did joining in  a 
conversation last change your 
mind? I don’t mean about 
what to eat or wear, but an 
idea, a belief? [I’ve just lost 

the will to live! MB] (Last 
Friday at the pub in Horsell 
actually! : Teq) I still recall how 
63 years ago(!) a fellow 
midshipman got me to agree—
after numerous conversations– 
that capital; punishment could 
not be justified. Am I still open 
to persuasion? Are you? (yes 
thanks : Teq) 

ON ON!   FRB 
[and MB](and Teq) 

MOA 1 

Boundless 



Receding Hare-Line 2018  Runs start at 11:00 sharp! 

Note: website www.surreyh3.org for on-line details 

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to: sh3@surreyh3.org 

Directions 

Run    2245 

Date   22 April 2018 

Hare No Nookie, Bonn Bugle 

Venue Near Pirbright Village Hall 

On On The White Hart GU24 0LP  

P Code GU24 0JE  

OS SU946560  

Scribe FRB 

2246 29 April Chastity Belt & Isknees  

2247 6 May   

2248 13 May Ear Trumpet & Strumpet  

2249 20 May   

2250 27 May   

 

Our and Other Hash Events 2017 

Ninth First Friday Hash. (FFH) Friday 4th May 

19:00 Simple Hare. It will be a bit light. Full details for this 
and ALL future FFH at: 

https://goo.gl/forms/o0foDdod1AbcdUE82 with link to 
this on surreyh3.org home page. Here is the Receding 
Hare Line for FFH: 

SH3 FFM 10: Friday 1st June Hare: Too Posh, Reigate 

SH3 Dawn Patrol walk on Saturday 30th June 

The Three Horseshoes Cranleigh. Full details from HFlash 
soon.  

And … more (being updated) at Home page : 
“Events” i.e. 

http://www.surreyh3.org/sh3onsec/pages/
sh3onsec_events.php 

N

Take the A322 north from Guildford, through 
Worplesdon, and just before Brookwood at the lights 
turn left on to Cemetery Pales. (Looks like a dog's leg 
to me - Ed.) Upon entering the village, take the right 
hand fork and parking is immediately on the left of 
Avenue De Cagny.  
Eve of St.George’s Run. Come decked in appropriate 
English colours or clothing. What will our Celtic 
Cousins wear? Our esteemed Welsh G.M. and 
Scottish R.A.........the mind boggles !!!! 

Growler grub 

Make an offer! 

The (un)usual suspects Disabled
2 

Toilet 

Girl on girl 

Vegemite & Belcher Queen 

Minstrel 

Who is this? 

Two embouchures 

Skunk 


